
This file is intended for use by
Acrobat Readers of Clearance Level XI or higher.

Fields in black will appear on the final printed page.

Fields in blue are modifiable and used for calculations, but will
not appear in print.

Fields in red are read-only and will not appear in print.

Entering values in the boxes alongside Abilities will populate the bubble-tracks.  Additionally,
selecting a Background will automatically add its default ability values.  These can be manually
modified.

The sheet will keep track of how many General and Investigative Build Points have been spent and
how many remain for use, in the block of numbers alongside the photograph.  Fill in the starting
values with the figures supplied to you by your Director.

Comment Bubbles give further guidance on how to use the calculation block, how to add a picture to 

the Polaroid frame, and how to automatically fill in the Cherries block on the last page.

A triangle is a checkbox to mark the use of a once-per-session resource (clear all triangles at the 

end of a session); a diamond is a checkbox to mark the use of a once-per-scene Refresh for a General 

Ability triggered by an exciting monologue (clear all diamonds at the end of a scene).
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Note: all characters begin with 1 free point in Streetwise and Tradecraft, 10 points in Cover, and 15 points in Network.

(In a BURN mode game, there are fewer free Network points - see p32 for details.)  Stability and Health start at 4 points.
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Sticky Note
Check this box to automatically populate the Cherries block with descriptions of the Cherries the agent currently qualifies for.(Uncheck and recheck to Refresh after making changes to ability pools.)The Drop-Down controls the font size within the block - if the text is too long for the available space, choose a smaller size and Refresh by unchecking and rechecking the box.
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	Auto-Cherry: Perfect Holdout: (p27) Hide a small item on your person or in your clothing that cannot be found without an X-ray or strip search.Extra Shooting Attacks: (p74) Spend 4 Shooting and 1 Stability after a successful attack to make an additional attack. (Against a different opponent, Hit Threshold increases by 2.)Sniping: (p76) Take a round to aim with a rifle to reduce target's Hit Threshold by 1, or by 2 if the target is unaware.Suppressive Fire: (p77) Make a Shooting test with an automatic weapon to discourage opponents from crossing a line.Technothriller Monologue: (p77) Once per fight, gain a 3-point Shooting refresh by uttering a brief narrative description of your actions with technical jargon.Quincy Morris' Bowie Knife: (p35) You can throw any balanced hand weapon at a target within Near range at no penalty to Difficulty or damage.Extra Weapon Attacks: (p74) Spend 3 Weapons and 2 Health after a successful attack to make an additional attack. (Against a different opponent, Hit Threshold increases by 2.)Martial Arts: (p75) Once per fight, gain a 3-point Weapons refresh by uttering a brief, evocative narrative description of your combat actions.
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